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]SALTER and Canticles with Antiphons according

to the use of the Abbey of Our Lady of the Virgins

at Venice, preceded by a Kalendar showing the

Festivals there observed. This charming manu-

script consists of 12 and 282 leaves of the finest vellum, measur-

ing 132 millimetres in height by 96 in breadth. The text, in

long lines, 15 to the full page, is a fine specimen of Italian

caligraphy ; the first letter of every verse of both Psalms and

Canticles being executed in brush gold on a tiny rectangular

coloured panel or plaque. The first letter of each Psalm is on a

larger panel occupying the height of two lines of the text, and is

either in gold on a panel of blue, crimson, or lilac, relieved with

delicate floriations of a deeper tint of the same colour, or yellow,

or white, or in one or other of these colours on a panel of gold.

Still, more importance is given to the first letters of the opening

Psalms of each of the Canonical Hours, which correspond in

height to eight lines of text. These are perfect models of their

kind, both as regards design and execution.
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The miniatures measure 67 millimetres by 50 and are sur-

rounded, as are also the pages on which the versal letters occur,

by broad ornamental borders occupying a space 112 by 85 milli-

metres. The versal letters measure from 37 to 39 by 33 to 35

millimetres.

Mix. I. David. The royal Psalmist stands erect playing a

fiddle. He wears, over a garment with tight greenish-

yellow sleeves, a long, light-blue, full-sleeved tunic con-

fined at the waist by a scarf tied in front, and a crimson

mantle fastened on the right shoulder. Boots of un-

tanned leather complete his costume. Near him, on the

ground, lies a blue turban with white scarf and the royal

crown. A lovely landscape forms the background of this

charming picture ; on the left is a small rock and a

mound with a tree ; on the right, a couple of deer ;

further away are trees, and in the distance, a castle-

crowned mountain, above which floats a light cloud.

Border : foliage and flowers with two cherubs, vases with

intertwining branches of foliage and fruit, a man's mask

and two birds, in delicate grey and brush gold on a deep

blue ground. On the opposite leaf, in the middle of a

rectangular panel of bright blue, is a bronze tablet in-

scribed with the first verse of Psalm I. in gold capitals.

Above it, a golden eagle with outspread wings resting on

a garland of fruit and foliage suspended from two rams'

heads seen in profile ; beneath the tablet a bearded bust



in a medallion between two branches of foliage and

flowers, and two storks standing on two serpents, all in

delicate grey. Border of rich deep crimson with a jewel

at each angle ; at either side, a sphinx on a pedestal,

supporting a vase with foliage and fruit, above and below

a row of cinqfoils with circles, with a shield argent a

chevron azure in the central circle at the foot.

Letter 2. The initial letter of the Psalm: Deus, Deus

mens, respice in me. Crimson on a deep blue panel. The

vertical limb passes through a double calyx from which

spring two branches of grey foliage that fill up the in-

terior, the triangular spaces between the curved part and

the frame being occupied by two flower-sprays. The

border of this page is adorned with foliage and flowers, an

owl and a small bird, in gold on a green ground ;
at the

foot, in centre, is a jewel, consisting af a ruby surrounded

by eight pearls.

MlN. II. The Coronation of the B. Virgin. The Ancient

of Days seated on a throne with a crimson cloth of estate ;

His hands, outstretched, rest on the shoulders of Jesus

and Mary, seated on the step in front. He has long

silvery-white hair, a forked beard, and a triangular nim-

bus, and wears, over a yellow robe, a white mantle

shaded with green. Christ, in a blue tunic with a lilac

mantle over His left shoulder, has brown hair and a short

crisp beard, with a cruciform nimbus of rays. His left



hand rests on His knee, whilst He places a crown on the

head of His Mother who is bending forward with her

arms crossed on her breast. She has a crimson dress and

a blue cloak which envelopes her head and entire person,

and is fastened at the throat by a gold button. Border :

bright blue ; at the sides, vases with branches of foliage

and fruit
;
at thefoot, two dolphins and a basket of foliage

and fruit ; at the head, a jewel between sprays of foliage

with fruit.

Letter 3. The initial letter of the 1st Psalm at Matins on

Monday : Dominus illuminatio mca. Light crimson on a

deep blue ground. The vertical limb passes through

two gold calyxes united by a green knob dotted with

gold ; the base is also encased in gold foliage, from which

springs a delicate spray of leaves and flowers occupying

the ground between the letter and the edge of the panel,

and another, terminating in a rich jewel with a ruby in

the centre, surrounded by four large grey and four small

green pearls. The border of this page is crimson ; at the

foot a medallion with a gold bust of a young man on a

blue ground ; foliage springing from beside it with vases

and fish in brush gold relieved with blue and grey pearls.

Min. III. The prophet Daniel, barefooted, clothed in a long

yellow under-garment, a blue tunic, girt about the loins,

and a scarlet mantle, standing erect, holding with out-

stretched hands the ends of a scroll which floats above his



head and'bears the legend : IN TE sperantes non dese-

ris. On each side is a lion crouching at the prophet's feet.

In the background, a rocky landscape with trees and far-off

mountains ; in the half-distance, a stream with a couple

of boats. Border of crimson ; at the foot, in centre, a

copy of a cameo representing Triptolemus, the nude figure

of a man seated at the foot of a tree with a vase in front

containing three ears of wheat and a goat behind him,

in white on a black ground, set in a circular gold frame

supported by two admirably modelled Tritons. At the

sides and top are garlands of fruit and foliage and horns

of plenty with flowers in gold, cherubs and pearls in grey.

Letter 4. The initial letter of the 1st Psalm at Matins on

Tuesday : Dixi custodiam vias meas. In bright blue on a

deep crimson ground with gold foliage, roses and flowers,

thoroughly metallic in character. Border, blue ; at the

foot, a bronze half-figure of a winged boy grasping two

wreaths of foliage and flowers ; at each side, a bronze

Renaissance column, heightened with gold, with light

sprays of flowers, and strings of pearls. At the head, a

cameo with a profile bust of a man, on a black ground,

between two horns of plenty.

Letter 5. Initial of the 1st Psalm at Matins on Wednes-

day : Dixit insipiens in corde suo. By mistake the

illuminator has substituted an N for a D ; the letter is

in slaty crimson with gold sheaths at the extremities, on
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a deep blue ground. From the foot of the first limb

springs a spray of grey foliage terminated by two five-

foiled flowers. Crimson border with gold vases, horns

of plenty, foliage, flowers, a mask, and two grey pearls.

Letter 6. Initial of the 1st Psalm at Matins on Thursday :

Salvum mefac Deus. [a bright blue on a brown ground,

each end encased in brush gold foliage from which issue

flower sprays. Border of light blue ; at the foot, a

basket of foliage and flowers resting on a mask from

which spring two wreaths of foliage and flowers with

birds and serpents ; these, and a wreath of foliage at the

head, are in brush gold ; at the sides are vases and

foliage in grey shaded with lilac.

MiN. IV. Saint Andrew, in a blue robe, scarlet mantle and

sandals, standing, holding a Latin cross. Behind him,

on the right, a temple, between the columns of which is a

man looking on. On the base of one of the columns is

the inscription :

s. c.

PRINCI

AND

G.

M. D. XXXVII.

On the left, a landscape with a tree in the half-distance, a

stream beyond, and a castle and mountains afar off.

Border : blue, with horns of plenty, vases, foliage,



flowers, and birds, all in gold, with exception of four

silver-grey flowers at the head of the page.

Letter 7. Initial letter of the Psalm : Exultate Deo adiu-

tori noslro. Of a slaty crimson on a deep blue ground,

the lower portion enclosed in a sheath of golden foliage,

from which springs a double curved spray of foliage and

flowers. Lilac border ; at the foot, between two sphinxes,

a lunette, through which is seen a fawn reposing in a

meadow. The sides are occupied by foliage, springing

from two vases on circular pedestals, all in grey.

MlN. V. Christ standing on the sill of a rectangular opening

looking on to a hilly landscape with rocks crowned by

light trees. The Saviour has a light crimson girded

tunic, and a blue mantle over His left shoulder. In His

left hand He holds a closed book with a lilac cover ; His

right is raised as in the act of speaking. Border : brown,

with foliage and a mask of the same colour heightened

with gold, and with three medallions, two of which en-

close profile busts and the third an altar with fire on it,

on a ground of deep blue.

Letter 8. Initial letter of the 1st Psalm at Matins on

Saturday : Cantate Domino cantkum novum. In light

crimson on a ground of deep lilac ; two sprays of grey

foliage are attached to the letter by a gold riband, from

that on the inner side spring two curved intertwining

branches terminating in flowers. Border of deep blue on



which Renaissance columns with/;////, sphinxes, masks,

and horns of plenty, all in bronze heightened with gold,

and two grey busts in medallions.

MiN. VI. Saint Hierome. On the left, at the side of the

mouth of a cave, is the saint seated, resting on his right

elbow, absorbed in deep meditation. He wears a light

crimson sleeveless tunic with a blue mantle which has

fallen from off his right shoulder. At his side a lion

crouched. Wild mountainous landscape, with a few

trees. Crimson border, with pedestals supporting vases

connected at the head by garlands of fruit and flowers on

which birds are perched. At the foot, in centre, a vase

of foliage and flowers, supported by two dolphins, ter-

minating in wreaths of foliage and flowers.

Letter 9. Initial letter of the 1st Psalm of Vespers on

Sundays : Dixit Dominus. In lilac, on a brown ground,

the lower portion encased in gold sheathing, from which

spring three flower sprays, round one of which is twined

a serpent. Border of bright blue, with vases and foliage

of same colour picked out in white, with gold flowers.

Letter 10. Initial letter of the 1st Psalm of Vespers on

Mondays : Dilcxi quoniam. In crimson, on a lilac

ground, the lower part encased in gold sheathing with

foliage. Light blue border, with a male demi-figure

grasping two branches springing from the foliage out of

which he emerges, all in grey, with gold flowers and

vases.



Letter ii. Initial letter of the 1st Psalm of Vespers of

Tuesday : Laetatus sum. In light blue, on a lilac

ground, the base sheathed in gold, with a spray of foliage

and flowers. Bright blue border, with golden vases ;

silvery grey horns of plenty, foliage, flowers and fruit ; at

the head, two gryphons holding a bearded mask.

Letter 12. Initial letter of the 1st Psalm of Wednesday

Vespers : Nisi Dominus edificaverit. In blue, on a

crimson ground, the ends of the vertical limbs cased in

gold ; from the slanting portion spring two sprays of

foliage, on one of which is perched a bird. Border of

bright blue, with a sphinx on a pedestal, foliage and

pearls in silver-grey and gold.

Letter 13. Initial letter of the 1st Psalm of Thursday

Vespers : Memento Domine David. In light crimson,

on a blue ground ; the two central limbs encased in gold

foliage from which spring two curved sprays and a straight

stem terminating in a two-handled vase containing flowers.

Brown border, with gold vases and foliage and two horns

of plenty, whence vine-branches with grapes run along

the head ; relieved here and there by pearls.

Letter 14. Initial letter of the first Psalm of Friday

Vespers : Confitebor Tibi Domine. In crimson, on a

lilac ground, the ends encased in gold foliage, from which

spring two sprays of intertwining foliage and flowers.

Border of light blue ; at the foot, two branches of silver-
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grey foliage and fruit, crossing each other, tied with gold

ribands, on which are two birds ; at the sides, two gold

vases on pedestals, and at the head a silver-grey garland

of foliage and fruit.

Letter 15. Initial letter of the 1st Psalm of Saturday

Vespers : Benedictus Dominus. In crimson, on a bright

blue ground, with gold foliage and flower-sprays ; on one

of these a bird has alighted and is pecking the flowers.

Lilac border, with grey foliage and flowers.

The above is but a poor description of the pictorial adorn-

ments of this lovely little Psalter, equally remarkable for the

simple, almost severe, beauty of the designs, and the extra-

ordinary delicacy and elaboration with which they have been

carried out. I know no Italian work of the period equal to the

border accompanying Letter 6, the cameo supported by Tritons,

or to the miniatures of Christ and S. Hierome. There can be little

doubt that we have here the work of a real artist, and not, as in

most cases, of a miniaturist, copying or adapting the works of a

painter. The laws of perspective are observed in every par-

ticular, and by the nice arrangement of the colours the land-

scapes and buildings are made duly to recede so that each part

of the work, whether far or near, maintains its due place.

In the present state of our knowledge of the History of the

Italian illuminators and miniaturists it is impossible to fix the

authorship of this exquisite work. But we know enough to be
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able to say with certainty that the style of the designs and the

manner of their execution is entirely dissimilar to all the authentic

works of Giulio Clovio, to whom it was long attributed. Neither

can it have been executed for a Prince of the house of Anjou, an

utterly absurd misinterpretation of the inscription on the base of

a pillar in the miniature of S. Andrew, which should probably

be read, s c principi Andrew gritti mdxxxvii. It is, how-

ever, certain that this Psalter is according to the use of the

Abbey of Santa Maria delle Virgini at Venice, and that the

arms at the foot of the first page of the text are those of the

Canale family, several of whom were nuns in this convent,

which was under the special protection of the Doges who in-

stalled the abbesses. It is quite possible that this book, originally

executed for Pellegrina da Canale, may have been offered by the

community to Gritti, who is known to have been a great lover of

art. The inscription, indeed, has all the appearance of an

addition.

The binding of the volume is also remarkable ; the original

exterior now serves as the lining ; it has a central compartment of

delicate gilt open-work quite oriental in style. The clasps and

corners of silver-gilt belong to the original cover, but the two

centrepieces are later, and the inscription on them, felix div,

doubtless commemorates an early owner. It is said that the

volume was presented to, or purchased by, Thomas Howard, Earl

of Arundel and Surrey ; that on the dispersion of the Arundelian

collection it passed into the hands of Henry, Earl of Stafford,
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and that at the sale of his collection, on 7th May, 1 720, it was

purchased by Edward, Lord Harley, Earl of Oxford and Mor-

timer. Be this as it may, we know that it was bequeathed by
the last named nobleman to his daughter, Margaret, Duchess of

Portland, at the sale of whose collections, on 24th May, 1786, it

was purchased by Horace Walpole for ,169. It was one of the

chief objects of attraction at the Strawberry Hill Sale, where

Earl Waldegrave purchased it for ^441. It was exhibited at the

Loan Exhibition, South Kensington, in 1862.

W. H. JAMES WEALE.
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